The bushing shall be installed in a non-magnetic mounting plate.

Ordering Data:

Bushing
LFI1425-A

Terminal (A-, B-side)
VMRDL 44
44 65 125 132 2.5
LEM 100 65 140 130 8
LEM 100 140 140 6.5

Density guard
Note
560395-14F

Cable gland size
M20 x 1.5 (n7-12.5)

Bushing Data:

Bushing type
SF6 insulated

Rated Voltage:                          ac (only)
Combined voltage (U_{\text{rms}}): 1425
Lightning Impulse: 1425
Dry/wet Switching Impulse: 630/...(kV)
Dry Power Frequency (60 sec / 1 hour): 630/-(kV)
Polarity Reversal: 630/-(kV)
Rated Current
DC Withstand Voltage 2 hour
Capacitance C1/C2
Filling Pressure at 20°C
Mass at filling density approx.
Mass empty approx.
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